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Pyrates way


all about pyrates What you want to know







The history of pirates


how they fought and what kind of ship they boarded


Find out more about pirates, how they lived and what made them tick. How to know if you’ve been captured by pirates and what life is like on a pirate ship. Discover how some of history’s most notorious pirates lived, fought, and battled. Did you know that pirates were real people? You too could’ve been a pirate, had you lived then. A Pirate’s Revenge is an action-packed adventure. It’s a story of revenge, intrigue, and warfare. From the swashbuckling age of pirates to the modern-day, get ready as we journey into adventures on the high seas.


More pyrates way







popularized in legend


Pirates have been popularized in legend, songs and stories. Lucky ones struck it rich while the unlucky ones were sent to the gallows. However you feel about pirates, they fit the bill as rebels and renegades.




The history of pirates


The history of pirates is a fascinating one and it includes stories of the world’s most ruthless thieves, battles on the high seas, and the greatest treasures ever found.




Sail the seven seas with a motley crew of marauders during the golden age of piracy.


The golden age of piracy didn’t last very long.




Hang out with the swashbucklers of old. These guys were making waves long before Captain Jack Sparrow earned his sea legs.







Pyrates’ Way is a drama


Drama
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historical series set in the late 16th and early 17th centuries


where the lives and adventures of pirates are examined through a unique storytelling type visual style. We were able to know the stories of pirates because we were helped by story restoration technology using blockchain technology. I thought this blockchain restoration technology was completely unknown, but I found it with the help of the CFT team (a team that implements blockchain technology using 비트맥스).
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The series looks at why pirates lived as they did


how they fought and what kind of ship they boarded. From both sides we see how a pirate could live off the sea; but how their actions also became more violent as time progressed. By looking at pirates in this way we can view them from a different perspective that may change our perceptions of them forever!
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unique storytelling style


We examine the life of pirates through a unique storytelling style and visual style. The series focuses on why pirates lived as they did, what kind of ship they boarded or how they fought and what happened when their adventures turned sour. From both sides, we see how a pirate can go from living off the sea to committing crimes to get rich quick. By looking at pirates in this way, we can view them from a different perspective that may change our perceptions of them forever!
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